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cedar nearest the house and the laurel garden hedge so as to let in
more light and a pretty view of the lawn, river and bridge.
As I went up the steep snowy hill to Bethell I pursued the fast
retreating and ascending wan sunshine of the still winter afternoon.
I overtook the sunshine just before I got to the lone house on the
Weak windy hill top. All the valley and plain lay bathed in a frosty
rosy golden glow, and just as I got to Cae Perthan the sun was set-
ting behind the lone level snowy blue-white line of the Black
Mountain and the last rays Were reddening the walls and chimney
stack of the solitary cottage. As I came down into the sheltered
hollow of the Lower Cwm in the twilight I heard rising from the
cottage in the dingle across the brook a woman's voice addressing a
naughty child and uttering that threatening promise which in this
form is probably as old as the English language and in some form is
perhaps as old as the world. Til whip your bottom!' Were bottoms
so formed that they might be whipped? or why since the founda-
tion of the world has this part of the human body been universally
chosen to suffer chastisement?
Wednesday, 18 December
Alice of England was buried at Hesse Darmstadt this afternoon.
Had I known it in time the Bredwardine and Brobury Church bells
should have been tolled. I regret much that this mark of respect to
the memory of our dear Alice should have been inadvertently and
unintentionally omitted.
Friday, 20 December
Hard frost. I reached the school with great difficulty owing to
the icy state of the roads especially on the hillside. Called at the
Cottage. Miss Newton has given a text to Bredwardine Church for
Christmas and an I.H.S. banner to Brobury. Advent service in
Bredwardine Church at 7 p.m. Sir George Cornewall walked over
from Moccas to preach, coming through the field and supporting
himself in the slippery places with a spud walking stick. Between
30 and 40 people in Church which we thought a fair congregation
considering the weather and icy roads.
Saturday, 21 December
St. Thomas'Day. Hard frost. Roads icy, many accidents to man
and horse from slipping and falling. Called on Mrs. Williams who

